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Abstract
Most current extractive summarization models generate summaries by selecting salient sentences. However, one of the problems with sentence-level extractive summarization is that there
exists a gap between the human-written gold summary and the oracle sentence labels. In this
paper, we propose to extract fact-level semantic units for better extractive summarization. We
also introduce a hierarchical structure, which incorporates the multi-level of granularities of the
textual information into the model. In addition, we incorporate our model with BERT using a
hierarchical graph mask. This allows us to combine BERT’s ability in natural language understanding and the structural information without increasing the scale of the model. Experiments
on the CNN/DaliyMail dataset show that our model achieves state-of-the-art results.

1

Introduction

The aim of text summarization is to generate a compressed shorter highlight of a given document. The
generated summaries must conform to natural language constraints and cover the most important information conveyed in the source text. In this paper, we focus on extractive summarization which generates
summaries by selecting salient sentences or other semantic units from the source text.
As we know, sentences are regarded as the basic textual units making up the final summaries in most
extractive summarization models. One of the problems with sentence-level extractive summarization
is that there exists a gap between the human-written gold summary and the training objective. Since
most datasets do not contain sentence-level labels, oracle summaries are normally generated by a greedy
algorithm, which maximizes the ROUGE score between the sentences in the source text and in the gold
summary (Nallapati et al., 2017; Liu and Lapata, 2019). As pointed out by (Narayan et al., 2018),
sentences with high ROUGE scores may not necessarily lead to an optimal summary. Such discrepancy
may be due to the overlapping contents and over extraction. Therefore, some researches try to perform
extraction at a lower level such as words or phrases (Bui et al., 2016; Cheng and Lapata, 2016; Gehrmann
et al., 2018). Although these models are able to learn which phrases or words are more important directly
from the gold summary, it is hard to maintain semantic integrity when information is scattered.
Inspired by (Cao et al., 2018), we propose to extract facts, a granularity between phrases and sentences, as the primary textual units to generate summaries. In this work, we first develop a heuristic
algorithm to split a sentence into several smaller units, where each unit is considered as a single fact
description. Then we apply a one-to-one strategy to match each fact in the gold summary to one fact
in the source text to obtain the oracle label. In this way, we smooth the gap between the gold summary
and oracle labels and further reduce redundancy and over-extraction. Meanwhile, fact units can still well
keep semantic integrity and thus are able to provide faithful summaries. Considering facts are relatively
independent semantic units, in order to maintain rich contextual information and to capture potential
relationships among facts, we believe the sentence-level information still plays an important supporting
role. Moreover, based on the assumption that the selected facts should be semantically close to the majority of source documents, we also import the document-level information as part of our model. We will
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show that such a fact-sentence-document hierarchical text modeling facilitates to capture more structured
contextual information for effective fact extraction.
Recent works (Liu and Lapata, 2019; Bae et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019) have demonstrated that
it is highly beneficial to apply pretrained language models such as BERT to extractive summarization
models. Following this trend, we adopt a BERT-based encoder to generate contextualized representations
for further extraction. It is challenging to impose the structure information when fine-tuning the BERT
model in a downstream task. (Fang et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019) separately encode representations
for each granularity with BERT and then capture the structure information with a graph network stacked
upon the encoder. However, this method not only results in a large complex model but also cannot fully
utilize the advantage of pretrained language models. Based on the idea that BERT can be regarded as
a full connected graph, we propose to directly impose the structure information on BERT with a graphbased mask to jointly learn contextual representations of different text granularities within a single BERT.
On the one hand, we significantly reduce the time cost of running BERT several times plus running a
graph neural network to running BERT once. On the other hand, we are able to utilize the complex
structure of BERT to capture the structure information.
We conduct experiments on the CNN/DailyMail dataset, a well-known extractive summarization
benchmark dataset. The results show that using facts as extractive units improves the summarization
quality and our model achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art model. The contributions
of our work can be summarized as follows. (1) We propose to extract fact-level semantic units for extractive summarization to fill the gap between the gold summary and oracle labels, reducing redundancy
and over-extraction. (2) We import a hierarchical structure to remedy the information loss after splitting
sentences into facts. (3) We propose a graph-based mask algorithm to impose the structure information
on BERT directly. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to combine the pretrained language
model and the structure information without increasing the scale of the model, which provides a new
idea for fine-tuning pretrained models on downstream tasks.
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2.1

Related Work
Extractive Summarization

Extractive summarization attempts to select the most important sentences from the source text and subsequently concatenate them as a summary. With neural network models, researchers usually formulate it
as a sentence binary classification problem. SummaRuNNer (Nallapati et al., 2017), one of the earliest
neural summarization models, applies an RNN-based encoder to generate sentence representations and
a neural classifier to determine which sentences should be included in the summary. (Narayan et al.,
2018) further extends SummaRuNNer with a reinforcement model, which optimizes the summary-level
ROUGE metric. Some other works achieve better performance through more complex models. (Zhou et
al., 2018) proposes a decoder that jointly learns to score and select sentences, while (Zhang et al., 2018)
presents a latent variable extractive summarization model, which directly maximizes the likelihood of
human summaries. In recent works, models based on pretrained models (Liu and Lapata, 2019; Bae et
al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019), especially BERT, have made a step forward.
2.2

Graph Based Summarization

Graph-based summarization methods aim to utilize the structure information of the text. Based on the
assumption that important sentences are often linked with each other, unsupervised models like TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) and LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) show great ability to identify
the salient information. (Liu et al., 2018) proposes an abstractive summarization framework based on
the Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) graph, which captures the propositional semantic information. (Koncel-Kedziorski et al., 2019) presents a graph transformer to generate one-sentence summaries
from a knowledge graph. Meanwhile, other researches focus on learning latent tree structures while optimizing summarization models. (Williams et al., 2018) regards the tree structure learning problem as a
reinforcement learning problem and (Liu et al., 2019) generates a multi-root dependency tree where each
root is a summary sentence.
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Ahmadinejad essentially called Yukiya Amano , the director general of the IAEA , a U.S. puppet and said the U.N.A has no jurisdiction in Iran and Irap.

Figure 1: A dependency tree example. We extract the following two fact descriptions: Ahmadinejad
essentially called Yukiya Amano, the director general of the IAEA, a U.S. puppet ||| said the U.N.A has
no jurisdiction in Iran and Irap
2.3

Pretrained Language Models

Pretrained language models (Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) have been proved to be extremely
successful for making great progress in various nature language tasks. These models are originated from
the idea of word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) and further extend it by pretraining a sentence
encoder on the huge unlabeled corpus using language modeling objectives. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018), one of the state-of-art language models,
is trained with a masked language model and a next-sentence-predicting task. Recently, pretrained language models have been widely used to improve performance in language understanding tasks (Dong
et al., 2019). As for the extractive summarization task, it provides the powerful sentence embeddings
and the contextualized information among sentences (Zhong et al., 2019), which have been proven to be
critical to extractive summarization.

3

Extraction of Facts and Alignment with Gold Summary

We propose to explicitly align a gold summary with its corresponding facts descriptions in the source
text. For this purpose, we develop a heuristic algorithm to break up the source text and the summary into
smaller granularities as introduced below.
When splitting sentences into smaller semantic units, we need to ensure each unit has a proper size
while maintaining the integrity of information. An intuitive idea might be to split sentences with commas and other conjunctions. But this straightforward strategy is not capable of handling complicated
sentences in documents. Therefore, we leverage the dependency parser to handle this issue. To begin
with, we adopt a dependency parser to convert a sentence into the labeled tuples in the form of (word1,
word2, label), where the label denotes a grammatical relation between a pair of words. After that, the
sentence is split using the labels representing punctuation marks, conjunctions and clauses, including
punct (punctuation marks), cc (coordination relationship) and mark (finite clause). To acquire a more
complete semantic unit, we merge units that are connected by some special labels such as the relative
clause modifier (acl:relcl), the adverbial clause modifier (advcl), the appositional modifier (appos) and
the clausal complement (ccomp). Furthermore, we use the conjunct (conj) to identify whether a conjunction connects two sentences or two phrases. A conjunct is a relation between two elements connected
by a coordinating conjunction. When the distance between the two elements is less than a threshold, we
regard the two coordinated elements are words or phrases rather than clauses. If so, the two split parts
are merged back as one unit.
Moreover, we predefine a minimum unit length and a maximum clause length. If the length of a
unit is smaller than the minimum unit length, this unit will be merged with the preceding unit. If a
clause is longer than the maximum clause length, we regard it as an independent semantic unit. Take
the dependency trees in Figure 1 as an example. The sentence is split into five parts based on the abovementioned rules. We merge the first three parts back together since they are connected by the appos
label while not exceeding the threshold length for being an independent clause. As for the last two parts,
although there is a coordination relationship, it turns out that they are two coordinate entities based on
the conj label. Hence, we also merge the last two parts as a fact.
In the experiments, we adopt the well-known NLP pipeline Stanford CoreNLP (Hermann et al., 2015)

for dependency parsing. Table 1 presents the statistics on the train set of CNN/DaliyMail. On average, a
sentence contains 1.6 facts. It should be noted that some sentences remain as single facts, while others
are split into 2 or 3 facts.
granularity
Sentence
Fact

num
34.3
51.5

len
24.7
14.8

Table 1: The average unit number and unit length in train set of CNN/DM dataset .
Once facts are extracted, the next step is to obtain oracle labels for them from the gold summary. We
match each fact in the summary with one corresponding fact that has the maximum ROUGE score from
original text. Such an alignment allows each part of the summary to be accurately mapped to a semantic
unit in the source text.
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4.1

Summarization Model
Model Framework

As illustrated in Figure 2, our model consists of three components: a BERT-based encoder, a hierarchical graph mask, which incorporates the structure constraint on BERT and a classifier taking the
multi-granularity information as input to extract salient facts to form the summary.
4.2

BERT-based Encoder

We use a BERT-based encoder to generate contextualized representations of the semantic units with
different granularities. Since the outputs of BERT are grounded to tokens, we adapt the strategy that is
similar to (Liu and Lapata, 2019) to modify the embeddings and the input sequence of BERT.
To obtain representations of the facts, the sentences and the document, we add a special token at
the begining of each semantic unit. As shown in Figure 2, [cls d], [cls s] and [cls f] are inserted at
the beginning of the document, the head of each sentence and the fact representing the embeddings of
different granularities, respectively. Initially, these three kinds of [cls] tokens share the same pre-trained
[cls] embedding. We also add a [seq] token at the end of each fact to separate the smallest semantic units.
In addition, segment embeddings are used to identify multiple granularity levels within a document. For
the ith granularity level, we assign the segment embedding EA or EB conditioned on whether i is odd
or even. For example, in Figure 2, we first assign the [cls d] segment embedding EA and then for the
next granularity level, sentence, we allocate all [cls s] with EB . With two different segment embeddings
that separate adjacent granularity levels, the model is aware of the hierarchical structure among different
granularity levels.
4.3

Hierarchical Graph Mask on BERT

A document is composed of a collection of sentences, while each sentence may contain multiple facts.
Such a hierarchical structure motivates us to generate representations for different granularity levels
with hierarchical constrains on BERT. We propose a hierarchical graph mask to restrict information
dissemination in BERT. To build a hierarchical graph, we add three kinds of edges to a token in the
input sequence, including the bi-directional edges connecting to all other tokens at the same granularity
level, the edges from the tokens belonging to them at the smaller granularity level and the edges to
their corresponding tokens at the larger granularity level. For example, as shown in Figure 2, a fact
token [cls f1] can disseminate its information to other fact tokens and the sentence token [cls s1], while
receiving the information from the word tokens “fact”, “one” and [seq]. The tokens at each granularity
level thus capture semantics from different sources. As a result, the hierarchical graph can effectively
utilize all levels of structural information with different granularities.
To implement this graph structure on BERT, we assign a mask vector to each token based on the
hierarchical graph H. Given an input sequence with n tokens [t1 , t2 , ..., tn ], the mask vector of ti is
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Figure 2: The framework of the summarization model
denoted by [hi1 , hi2 , ..., hin ], where hij refers to whether there is a directed edge from the token j to
the token i in the graph H. Taking [cls f1] in Figure 2 as an example, the mask vector of this token is
[0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]. After obtaining the mask vector for each token, we stack them to
form a n × n mask matrix M and calculate attentions with the equation below. For simplification, we
write it in the one-head form.
QK T M
Attention(Q, K, V ) = Sof tmax( √
)V
dk
where Q refers to the query matrix, K refers to the key matrix, V refers to the value matrix and
represents a scaling factor.
4.4

√

dk

Classifier

After applying the hierarchical graph mask on BERT from words to document, we obtain representations
of all levels of granularities. Although our focus is to extract the salient facts from a given document, we
believe that the sentence-level information also contributes to identifying the importance among facts.
Considering facts are rather independent semantic units, the sentence information is able to build up
connections from a higher-level perspective and help locate the important facts more accurately. Moreover, we postulate that the selected facts should be semantically representative of the source document.
Therefore, we also import the document representation as part of input to the classifier.
Given a fact representation fi from the last layer of BERT, we concatenate it with the document
representation d and its corresponding sentence representation sj . Then we employ a sigmoid classifier
to predict whether or not it should be selected into the summary:
0

yi = σ(Wc (d||sj ||fi ) + bc )

where || represents concatenation, Wc and bc are the parameters of the classifier.
4.5

Learning
0

We apply a binary classification entropy of prediction yi against gold label yi as the training loss. Similar
to (Liu and Lapata, 2019; Vaswani et al., 2017), we use the Adam optimizer with lr = 2e−5 , β1 = 0.9
and β2 = 0.999, and adopt a learning rate schedule with warming-up=10000:
lr = 2e−3 · min(step−0.5 , step · warmup−1.5 )
For testing, we first predict the score yi for each fact using our model and then rank these facts with
their scores to select the top-4 facts as the summary, considering the average number of facts contained
in gold summaries is four. We also apply the Trigram Blocking algorithm (Paulus et al., 2017) to reduce
redundancy. In particular, given the current summary s, a candidate fact c will not be included in s if
there is a trigram overlapping between c and s. In this way, we minimize the similarity between the
current summary and the candidate sentence to increase information diversity and richness.

5
5.1

Experiments
Dataset and Evaluation Metric

We conduct experiments on the non-anonymized version of the CNN/DailyMail dataset (Hermann et
al., 2015). The dataset is composed of news articles and their corresponding highlights that give
brief overviews of articles. We apply the standard splits for training, validation, and testing (CNN:
90,266/1,220/1,093 and DailyMail: 196,961/12,148/10,397). Due to the length limitation of BERT, we
follow the common practice to truncate all input documents to 512 tokens.
To evaluate the summarization quality, we apply ROUGE (Lin, 2004) for automatic evaluation. Following the convention, we report ROUGE-1 (unigram), ROUGE-2 (bi-gram) and ROUGE-L (longest
common subsequence) F1-score in the following experiments. Moreover, we manually evaluate the
fact-level recall, precision and F1-score between system-generally summaries and human-written gold
summaries.
5.2

Details

We build our model using PyTorch and the BERT-base-uncased version of BERT. All the input documents are tokenized by BERT’s sub-words tokenizer. We train the model for at most 50000 steps and the
batch size in each step is 32. After training for 10000 steps, the model is saved and evaluated for every
1500 steps. With the three best checkpoints on the validation dataset, we record best model on the test
dataset among the three.
5.3

Automatic Evaluation

We first examine the ROUGE results of the oracle summaries matched with different granularities. As
shown in Table 2, by aligning facts with gold summaries it achieves significant improvement on all three
ROUGE metrics. It shows that our idea of building oracle summaries based on facts is able to generate
more accurate oracle labels for training.
Granularity
Fact
Sentence

R-1
57.96
52.59

R-2
34.93
31.24

R-L
54.69
48.87

Table 2: Results on oracle summary on CNN/DM test set.
Table 3 summarizes the results of a variety of models on the CNN/DailyMail test set. The first section
in the table presents two lead-3 baselines that select the first three sentences as summaries. One is our
own implantation, while the other one is copied from (Liu and Lapata, 2019). The slight discrepancy on
ROUGE scores may be because of the difference in data preprocessing.

Model
Lead-3 (our)
Lead-3 (Liu and Lapata, 2019)
SummaRunner (Nallapati et al., 2017)
BANDITSUM (Dong et al., 2018)
NEUSUM (Zhou et al., 2018)
HIBERT (Zhang et al., 2019)
PNBERT+RL (Zhong et al., 2019)
BERTEXT+RL (Bae et al., 2019)
BERTSUM (Liu and Lapata, 2019)
BERTSUM (our)
BERTSUM+fact
Our d+f
Our s+f
Our d+s+f

ROUGE-1
40.25
40.43
39.60
41.50
41.59
42.37
42.69
42.76
43.23
42.78
42.81
42.97
43.10
43.01

ROUGE-2
17.40
17.62
16.20
18.70
19.01
19.95
19.60
19.87
20.22
19.79
19.93
20.09
20.17
20.07

ROUGE-L
36.41
36.67
35.30
37.60
37.98
38.83
38.85
39.11
39.60
39.03
39.84
39.98
40.10
40.02

Table 3: Results on CNN/DM test set. BERTSUM+fact refers to the BERTSUM baseline which simply
changes the primary textual unit for extraction from sentences to facts. The last three models represent
three variants of our method. For example, d+f means that we use document-level information and
fact-level information for summarization
The second section in the table displays performances of the existing extractive models, including
the baseline model SummaRunner, two SOTA models with no pretraining and several models based on
BERT. All the results are directly taken from their respective papers.
The last section reports the results of our own implementations. In order to avoid interference of other
factors, we implement the SOTA model BERTSUM in our training environment. Meanwhile, for better
comparison, we propose a fact-extraction BERTSUM baseline, which simply changes the primary textual
unit for extraction from sentences to facts under the same architecture as BERTSUM. Compared to
BERTSUM, using facts as extraction units improves the performance on ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L, since
it provides more accurate alignment on the salient information and reduces the proportion of meaningless
words in summaries. After imposing the structure information on BERT, we further develop the potential
of fact-level extractive summarization. All three variants of our model achieve improvement on ROUGE
scores. Among the variants, the model with additional sentence-level information performs best. This
is not surprising at all. In fact, sentence-level relationships contain the rich contextual information.
Unexpectedly, we find that it does not lead to the best result by combining all three levels of information.
We suspect that it may be due to that the document-level information is not effective enough for single
document summarization.
5.4

Human Evaluation

As we know, although the ROUGE metric has long been regarded as a classical evaluation metric in
summarization, it does not always reflect the true quality of summaries. Hence, we also conduct human
evaluation to check the fact-level recall, precision and F1-score from 50 random samples. As shown
in Table 4, compared with sentence extraction, precision of fact extraction increases from 32% to 39%,
which demonstrates the ability of our model to reduce the over-extraction problem. As for recall, we also
gain some degree of improvement.
Model
BERTSUM+fact
BERTSUM

Recall
41.79
40.45

Precision
38.78
31.79

F1
39.52
34.98

Table 4: Human evaluation results on CNN/DM test set.

5.5

Model Analysis

Position of Extracted Facts: In addition to evaluating the models through ROUGE, we further look
into the details of our model. As we know, in a document the sentences at the beginning tend to be more
important and are much more likely to be included in summaries. That is the reason why lead-3 is such a
strong baseline in the CNN/DailyMail dataset. It turns out that current models may rely too much on the
positional information. We feel it is important to analyze the position of the selected units in the source
text. To ensure fairness in comparison, we convert all sentences into their corresponding fact units in this
experiment. Table 5 shows the proportion of the selected facts that appear in the source text at different
fact positions. 1-5 refers to the first five positions, 6-10 represents the positions 6 to 10, and “Rest” means
the rest of the positions except 1-15. The results are obtained from the oracle summaries generated by
sentence extraction, the oracle summaries generated by facts, those generated by BERTSUM (truncated
to four facts) and our s+f. We find that the oracle summaries are distributed smoothly across documents
, while the summaries generated by both models highly bias towards the beginning text. The difference
is that our model shows a flatter curve on the first 10 facts, indicating that our model can achieve better
diversity.
Model
Oracle s
Oracle f
BERTSUM
Our s+f

1-5
33.11
29.34
59.39
55.66

6-10
23.15
21.81
26.65
30.33

11-15
11.79
11.89
6.12
8.15

Rest
31.95
36.96
7.84
5.86

Table 5: Proportion of extracted facts according to their position in the original text.
Ablation Study: Since the transformer-based model provides us an effective way to disentangle the
information from different sources, we are allowed to design an experiment to investigate what roles
these types of information play in our model. As shown in Table 6, with our s+f as a base model, we
report the ROUGE score after removing segment embeddings or positional embeddings from it. We can
observe that the performance of the model without segment embeddings decreases to the same level as
BERTSUM+Fact, since it is challenging for a model to understand the hierarchical structure when there is
no difference among the information from different sources. We believe that our segmentation strategy
is essential for learning the structural information. As for positional embeddings, it is not a surprise
that the performance drops by a large margin. According to (Zhong et al., 2019), current extractive
models heavily rely on positional information. The bottom half of Table 6 contains the performance
of other models without positional information, including Transformer from (Zhong et al., 2019) and
BERTSUM from our experiments. Compared to these models, the hierarchical structure leads to notable
improvement, demonstrating that our model has good potential to learn more semantic information rather
than simply relying on the positional information.
Model
Original
- Segment
- Position
Transformer
BERTSUM

R-1
43.10
42.91
39.55
37.90
37.97

R-2
20.17
19.98
17.37
15.69
15.93

R-L
40.10
39.87
36.52
34.31
34.66

Table 6: Results for disentangling test on CNN/DM test set.
5.6

Case Study

Table 7 illustrates an example to show why facts are more effective than sentences in extractive summarization. Here, we use a semicolon to separate different facts in one sentence. The words in italics
refer to the sentences selected by the greedy algorithm used in previous models and the colored text

Document
Virtual reality may still seem like a hobby reserved for hardcore gamers; but as headsets drop in
price it is on the verge of becoming mainstream. One firm helping to fuel this trend is immerse.
It has created a virtual reality headset that works with any android and ios phone; is compatible
with hundreds of virtual reality apps from the respective stores. The immerse virtual reality headset
is available from firebox for 29. It works with any android and ios phone that can run virtual
reality apps from the respective stores and play any 3d movie. The maximum size of compatible
devices is 3;which means it will work with the iphone 6 ; not the iphone 6 plus , for example.
... Immerse calls itself an affordable alternative to rivals such as oculus rift; which is expected
to launch a consumer version soon with prices ranging from between 200 and 400. Immerse is
available to buy from firebox and can be shipped internationally.
Gold summary
1: The immerse virtual reality headset is available from firebox for 29.
2: It works with android and ios phones via virtual reality apps and 3d films.
3: The maximum size of the device must be 3.
4: It calls itself an affordable alternative to rivals such as oculus rift.
Our s+f
The immerse virtual reality headset is available from firebox for 29.
The maximum size of the device must be 3.
Is compatible with hundreds of virtual reality apps from the respective stores.
Virtual reality may still seem like a hobby reserved for hardcore gamers.
Table 7: Example from the CNN/DailMail test dataset
represents the facts selected by fact-level alignment, where each selected fact corresponds to one fact
in a gold summary. Based on our observation, one sentence may contain several facts but only one of
them is included in summary. Meanwhile, although the first sentence selected by the greedy algorithm
has a high ROUGE score against the gold summary, it does not correlate with any important facts. On
the contrary, our model proves its ability to align the gold summary to its correct location in the source
text. The last part of the table contains a summary generated by our model. We can see that our model
successfully extracts two gold facts out of four.As a contrast, we also mark the sentences generated by
BERTSUM using underscore. It is observed that BERTSUM tends to focus on several leading sentences
but only one of them actually contains a gold fact.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to extract fact-level semantic units for extractive summarization. Without
increasing the scale of the model, we propose a hierarchical graph mask on BERT to fully utilize the
structural information among different semantic levels. Experiments on the CNN/DaliyMail dataset
shows that our model achieves state-of-the-art results. In the future, we would like to use our current
model to guide abstractive summarization.
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